
Integration with existing 
information systems is 
part of every PROACTIS 
implementation and 
is generally a very 
straightforward process.

This document is intended 
as a relatively non-technical 
description of the typical data 
flows and methods used for 
integration between PROACTIS 
and your internal systems as well 
as between PROACTIS and your 
suppliers.

Of course you may only need a 
subset of what is described here, 
or you may have special situations 
that are not described here. In 
any case, we have seen a wide 
range of environments and are 
confident we can achieve the 
integration you need.

Your Spend Control processes do 
not operate in isolation – they work 
hand-in-hand with your core financial 
management systems. They may also 
work in conjunction with key operational 
systems. And increasingly, they exchange 
information with your suppliers and their 
systems as well.

That’s why we’ve built the entire 
PROACTIS Spend Control and 
eProcurement suite with integration in 
mind. And that’s why we are as expert at 
integration as we are at Spend Control.

PROACTIS solutions can be integrated 
with any type of software application you 

may have. We have integrated PROACTIS 
Purchase-to-Pay (P2P) and Source-to-
Contract (S2C) solutions with virtually all 
popular ERP and financial management 
systems, as well as with a wide range of 
industry-specific and special-purpose 
operational systems. Although every 
organisation’s information systems 
environment is different, we have refined 
the integration touch points with many 
commercial software systems so that 
only minor adjustments are likely to be 
needed to integrate PROACTIS into your 
environment.

PROACTIS integration:

INTEGRATION FRAMEWORK

ENTERPRISE INTEGRATION

API INTEGRATION

Validate

Templated Integration with FMS/ERP

FMS/ERP

Synchronise Output
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Supplier interaction and commerce is 
largely handled by built-in capabilities of 
the PROACTIS Supplier Network, as well 
as simple email or FTP file transmission 
methods. Using XML and other industry 
standards, file format translations for such 
things as electronic invoices are very 
straightforward.

Every one of our 500+ customers 
operates their PROACTIS solutions 
integrated with their existing financial 
and operational systems every day.

Most integrations are very 
straightforward and are put in place 
in a matter of days. But our integration 
specialists are also experienced at 
working with larger customers to help 
develop and deploy more complex 
integrations that may involve multiple 
ERP systems and any number of 
peripheral systems and tools.

Examples:

• Property & Facilities Management 
Company – PROACTIS integrated to 
six different ERPs

• Multi-National Leisure Company – 
Spain uses PROACTIS integrated to 
Sage, UK to CODA

• Distribution Company – PROACTIS 
used with PeopleSoft (GL) and Oracle 
(Purchase Ledger)

• Construction Company – PROACTIS 
integrated to multiple versions of 
industry specialist FMS, Viewpoint

The PROACTIS integration framework is 
well structured but also highly flexible. 
With it, you can utilise a combination of 
flat file import/export methods as well 
as real time web services and punch-out 
capabilities.

You can also use it in conjunction with 
any enterprise middleware tools your 
organisation may have in place.

After years of experience integrating 
PROACTIS into all kinds of organisations 
large and small, you can be confident 
that we have you covered with the 
right level of guidance and/or turn-key 
implementation.

PROACTIS can send, receive or share 
information with any system you have in 

place today, and do so in many different 
ways.

For instance, you will likely choose to 
maintain master information such as your 
general ledger account codes and tax 
codes within your ERP or financial system 
and pass that information to PROACTIS 
so you have a single point of control and 
don’t need to maintain that information 
within PROACTIS.

Depending on the technical structure 
of your financial system, you may have 
PROACTIS do real-time look-ups of 

budgets and validation of account codes 
within your financial system, or you may 
periodically pass those to PROACTIS.

You may choose to maintain supplier 
information within your ERP system and 
pass it to PROACTIS. Or, conversely, you 
may choose to establish the PROACTIS 
Supplier Directory as your central 
repository of supplier information and 
pass updates to your other systems 
from there. Either approach involves 
straightforward integration processes.

In general the information that flows 
between PROACTIS and your other 
internal systems can be categorised as:

• Master data

• Transactional data

Information that flows between 
PROACTIS and your suppliers can be 
categorised as:

• Supplier engagement information

• Supplier commerce transactions

Examples of each category of 
information are described in more detail 
below.

MASTER DATA
Common master data integration flows 
are as follows:

• Chart of Accounts from ERP 
to PROACTIS: Account codes, 
descriptions and related information 
are typically loaded into PROACTIS 
from your existing ERP or financial 
system. Multiple Charts of Accounts 
can be held within the PROACTIS 
multi-company structure if needed. 
After the initial load, you may choose 
to automatically transfer the entire 

Information flow between PROACTIS and your internal business systems:
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chart of accounts or only net changes 
to PROACTIS daily or as changes 
occur.

• Tax codes, exchange rates, etc. 
from ERP to PROACTIS: Like account 
codes, this information can be easily 
loaded into PROACTIS from your ERP 
or financial system, or any external 
system. If exchange rates are used, 
they are usually imported daily.

• Budget lookups and account code 
validation within PROACTIS: With 
most ERP and financial systems, you 
can enable PROACTIS to access your 
Chart of Accounts and budgets in 
real time. If, however, you operate 
PROACTIS using our cloud hosting 
services, you may wish to import 
budgets along with your Chart 
of Accounts as described above. 
Either way, current budgets can 
be accessed as part of the budget 
commitment checking process 
within PROACTIS P2P at purchase 
authorisation time, and any account 
codes input by users can be validated 
against your Chart of Accounts.

• Suppliers from ERP to PROACTIS: 
If you choose to maintain your 
suppliers in your ERP or financial 
system, you can extract, transform 
and load that information from 
where it is currently maintained 
to PROACTIS. Depending on the 
capabilities of your existing system 
you may set up to pass additions, 
deletions and changes as they occur 
or at one or more scheduled times 
each day.

• Suppliers from PROACTIS to ERP: 
If you choose to make the PROACTIS 
Supplier Directory your central 
repository of all supplier information, 
you can extract, transform and load 
that information from the directory 
to any number of other systems. 
Additions, deletions and changes 
are typically passed at one or more 
scheduled times a day.

• Users to PROACTIS: In order to 
simplify maintenance of users in 
PROACTIS, you can automatically 
create and maintain users based on 
information in your internal Active 
Directory, LDAP or HR systems. 
Single Sign On (SSO) capabilities 

are supported using both Windows 
Authentication and SAML2 
technologies.

Transactional Data
Common transactional data integration 
flows are as follows:

• Purchase orders from PROACTIS 
to ERP: When POs are created or 
approved in PROACTIS P2P, they 
are usually sent to ERP as ‘soft’ 
commitments. When PO changes 
or cancellations are done within 
PROACTIS, those too, are sent to 
ERP along with new allocations. Soft 
commitments are usually changed 
to ‘hard’ commitment accruals when 
receipts are made against the PO. 
The accruals are then removed once 
the invoice is received and approved 
for payment.

• Purchase orders from other systems 
to PROACTIS: If you have direct 
material ordering systems and/
or specialised systems that create 
POs for various reasons – e.g. 
maintenance management systems 
that automatically create orders for 
service parts – you can pass those 
orders to PROACTIS P2P as approved 
POs (changes, cancellations and 
receipts can also be passed). In that 
way, PROACTIS contains all POs, and 
can be used as your single system for 
invoice processing, as well as your 
consolidated source of purchase 
commitments and spend history.

• Invoices and credit notes from 
PROACTIS to ERP: Once invoices 
are matched and approved within 
PROACTIS P2P, they are typically 
passed to your Accounts Payable 
system for check or EFT payment. 
These are usually passed at least daily 
regardless of the AP payment cycle. 
Credit notes can also be sent once 
they are registered in PROACTIS.

• Employee expenses from PROACTIS 
to ERP: Similar to the way supplier 
invoices are handled, approved 
employee expense reports are 
usually sent from PROACTIS 
Employee Expenses to your 
Human Resources or Accounts 
Payable system for generation of 
reimbursement cheques.

• Payments from ERP to PROACTIS: 
Once invoices or employee expenses 
are paid in your Accounts Payable 
system, a payment notice is usually 
sent to PROACTIS P2P so payment 
status is visible within PROACTIS.

Supplier Engagement 
Information
Common supplier information flows are 
as follows:

• Supplier profiles: With PROACTIS 
Supplier Management, suppliers 
can register on the cloud-based 
PROACTIS Supplier Network and 
request consideration as an approved 
supplier. They can also update their 
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profile information online at any 
time. PROACTIS can be set up to 
periodically send notifications to 
suppliers to review and update their 
profiles as well.

• RFX postings and responses: With 
PROACTIS Sourcing, you can post 
RFx requirements documents on 
your supplier network for access by 
either select suppliers or all suppliers. 
Suppliers can then upload RFx 
responses to the supplier network 
as well. eAuction and other sourcing 
activities are also enabled via the 
PROACTIS supplier network.

• Contracts: With PROACTIS Contract 
Management, you can optionally 
post selected contract information for 
viewing by suppliers.

• Supplier catalogues: With PROACTIS 
Content Management, suppliers can 
upload new or revised electronic 
catalogues to the PROACTIS Supplier 
Network at any time. This will trigger 
a review and approval process within 
your organisation before exposing 
that catalogue to users within your 
PROACTIS P2P system.

Supplier Commerce Transactions

• Supplier website purchases: With 
PROACTIS P2P, you can deploy 
‘Punch-outs’ that enable users to 
access supplier websites within 
PROACTIS P2P as part of the purchase 
request process. Depending 
on how you set up your system, 
employees may go to individual 
supplier websites and/or certain 
supplier websites may be included 
in the PROACTIS multi-source search 
process. Once an item is selected, 
the request is processed through 
your established authorisation rules 
and may be automatically approved 
or may be passed to a manager for 
approval. Once approved a PO is 
generated using one of the methods 
outlined next.

• Purchase orders from PROACTIS to 
suppliers: PROACTIS P2P provides 
a lot of flexibility for sending POs 
to suppliers. Approved POs can 
be automatically communicated to 
suppliers in several different ways. 
You can set up PROACTIS P2P to:

• Send individual POs as PDF  
attachments via email

• Send a file with multiple POs in  
XML or other standard formats  
(e.g. all POs once a day)

• Post individual POs to the  
supplier’s system using a Web  
service

• Post POs on the PROACTIS  
Supplier Portal for secure online     
access by the supplier

• Print or auto-fax individual POs  
when necessary

The method can be set per individual 
supplier.

• Invoices from suppliers to PROACTIS: 
PROACTIS provides a wide range 
of ways for suppliers to send you 
electronic invoices. Suppliers can:

• Submit invoices online using the  
Supplier Network (either direct  
entry or using a ‘PO Flip’ function  
to make it even easier)

• Send individual or multiple  
invoices as an XML or other  
standard format attachment via  
email

• Send multiple invoices in XML or 
other standard format via secure  
FTP

As an alternative for suppliers 
without the capability to submit or 
send invoices electronically, the 
PROACTIS Document and Data 
Capture service turns paper and 
PDF invoices sent by mail or email 
into electronic invoices that can be 
imported directly into PROACTIS 
P2P for processing.

Even if you have specialised applications 
not described here, it is very likely 
that they fit a similar mould, and that 
they need to pass similar information. 
Whatever your situation, we’re confident 
we can handle it.

Integration Methods & Tools
PROACTIS can be easily integrated with 
any external system. A variety of proven 
methods and tools are available to fit any 
environment. Integration methods and 
tools include:

File Import/Export

• File content can be:

Full files: The source system 
provides a file containing a 
complete refresh of the data. For 
example all suppliers currently held 
in the finance system

Incremental files: The source 
system provides a file containing 
just the data which has changed 
since the last extract. For example 
all account codes created during 
the day

Single entry files: Every time an 
entity is created or changed in the 
source system a new file is created 
containing just that single entry. 
For example every time an invoice 
is completed an XML file is written 
containing the details of just that 
one document

• File type can be:

• Flat file in a variety of formats, 
including CSV, Excel, XML or 
fixed-width. This type of file 
is converted into standard 
PROACTIS XML format and then 
imported using the PROACTIS 
XML Gateway to ensure 
compliance with all edit and 
business rules

• Database table populated by a 
source system. This type of file 
is usually used for high volume 
imports such as initial data loads. 
Table entries are pre-validated 
using a stored procedure, then 
copied into core database tables

• File location can be:

• A local folder on the PROACTIS 
application server

• A shared file on the local network

• A FTP/SFTP server

Web Services

• Standard web services supplied with 
PROACTIS include:

• Import master data – e.g. users, 
suppliers, items, etc.

• Import transactional data – e.g. 
purchase orders, invoices, 
employee expenses, etc.
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• Export transactional data – e.g. 
invoices, purchase commitments, 
etc.

• Custom web services can be 
easily created to support any 
special requirements

Frequency Controls

Scheduled: Integration processes 
can be scheduled to run with a 
very high degree of flexibility – 
from every few seconds to, for 
instance, the last day of the month

Near real time: Integration 
processes can be driven by 
Windows services which poll the 
PROACTIS database every few 
seconds looking for data which has 
been flagged to be exported. A 
similar process can be used with an 
interface file for importing data

Real time: The use of web services 
enables real-time export and 
import of data

Middleware

PROACTIS integration processes can be 
configured to read/write to just about 
any middleware product using the 
methods outlined above Punch-out

• PROACTIS Purchase-to-Pay uses 
this method to provide access to 
external catalogue information. 
Sources can include:

• Punch-out enabled supplier 
websites

• Supplier catalogues uploaded to 
the PROACTIS Supplier Network

• Multi-supplier marketplace(s)

Integration Configuration & 
Management

Integration configuration such as data 
mapping, file locations and scheduling is 
often done via a PROACTIS Management 
Console snap-in to provide a central 
point of control. Snap-ins may also 
be used to log processing errors for 
resolution.

Existing Integration Templates

PROACTIS has integrated with just about 
all major ERP and financial systems, as 
well as a wide range of industry-specific 
and special-purpose business systems. 
Integration templates are available for 
many widely-used systems.

Even if you have an older ERP or financial 
management system, we can always find 
a good way to achieve the desired level 
of integration using some combination 
of these methods and tools.
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